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Frequently Asked Questions 

 

 When can you assemble and dismantle? 
- Arrival and set-up possible from Wednesday 8 am. Dismantling from Sunday evening  

and Monday morning 
 

 Is it allowed to stacking? 
- Only at the vegetarian/planted-based and the Showplates it is allowed 

 

 Is  it allowed to use non eatable wrapping 
- You can wrap for cooking on the bbq but it must be removed before serving 

 

 Is it allowed to use an electric motor for a spit or does it have to be turned by hand? 
- No it´s not, Only turn by Hand 

 

 Is stuffing allowed? 
- Only by Fish and Chicken 

 

 Does the same piece have to be presented for each juror? Or can it be different 
parts of the chicken 
- Same piece + side dish for each judge 

 

 Are molds allowed for baking? 
- Yes 

 

 The chicken can also be served without bones, right? 
- Yes free choice 

 

 Is it allowed to make burger, Tacos or Wraps? 
- No. Main and Sidedish must seperatly served for the Judges. On Showplates and the 

vegetarien it is allowed 
 

 Is it allowed to make filled rolls? 
- For Fish an Chicken yes 

 

 Is it allowed to put a few dabs of Mayo on the Juryplate? 
- Yes it is okay 

 

 Are Blenders allowed at the WorldCup? 
- Yes 

 

 For example, is a herb crust allowed on meat/fish? 
- Crust herbs must be put on before bbq ore grilling, After it is a foreign object 

 

 If there is oil in the shopping cart, is it permitted to pour it into a pot and fry 
individual items there? 
- If its small things yes, Not a part of the chicken for example 


